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Stand up and be counted
Kyla Hazell

Students for Social Justice to protest against alleged police beating of activist, Kota

S
S

tudents in residence and Oppidans alike will be able to “Stand
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Student Imbizo hoping to
revolutionise Rhodes

The Oppidan Press staff and contact details

The Oppidan Press staff and contact details

On Monday Rhodes University’s
School of Journalism and Media
Studies made two submissions to the
Press Freedom Commission (PFC)
public hearing in Johannesburg, and
described the ANC-proposed Media
Appeals Tribunal to be potentially disastrous for South African democracy.
The School and Highway Africa – a
project of the School – each made a
submission to the PFC’s recent “Listening to South Africa” campaign, and
were represented by professors Lynette
Steenveld, Anthea Garman and Duncan.
In an interview with The Oppidan
Press Jane Duncan, the Highway Africa
Chair of Media and Information Society, criticised the South African Press
Council for being “merely a complaints
mechanism and arbiter” of the press,
and said this was “not sufficient”. “The
Council is not a regulator of journalism standards, and instead retroactively
rules on complaints,” Duncan said, and
added: “They must be more proactive

espouse such views after being at Rhodes for 2 years. This incident, unfortunate as it is, confirms our need and our
commitment at Rhodes to continue our
ongoing efforts to inculcate good values
and respect for all people, regardless of
their race, colour or creed.
“Mr Mzileni chose to appear before
the Rhodes Truth Commission last year
to testify that he had experienced racism
at the hands of one of our staff. I trust
he realises that his recent disparaging
remark could itself be construed as racist, and is not constructive.”
Maralack distanced the SRC from
Mzileni’s comments,,and said: “The
Rhodes University SRC does not support or stand parallel to his views on
Dr De Klerk or the Dean of Students
Division in any way. His statement was
made in his personal capacity and we,
the SRC, cannot condemn/judge his
views.”

possibly produce an
audience that does
not only consist of
student leaders

Cacheral Wroots, an SRC Hall
Representative, said, “A common goal
needs to be created in order to make an
effective difference. More students need
to get involved, particularly students of
colour, and we need to stand together.”
The main areas of concern identified
at the Imbizo included the University’s
vision and mission statements and the
current state of student governance
structures. Other issues discussed were
the strategic drive of becoming more
postgraduate orientated and its implications, and whether the standards of
teaching are of an acceptable level.
Despite the fact that this Student
Imbizo was merely a platform for

on the state of the press, and engage
with the research submitted by the
[Rhodes University journalism and
media studies] School in order to find
weaknesses and engage with the industry about structural issues.”
Professor Herman Wasserman, the
deputy head of the School, said scholars
at the School felt they could make a
contribution to the debate around press
freedom and as scholars and educators
it was important that they do so. “Many
of the graduates from our School will
be seeking employment as journalists
when they leave university, and as such
the conditions under which journalism is practiced in the country are of
immediate concern to our graduates,”
Wasserman said.
Regarding the submissions Wasserman said: “the School has always
regarded its engagement with the media
industries, civil society and the public
as important. We do not teach and
research journalism and media studies
in a vacuum.”
“The School’s participation in the
press freedom debates should therefore

not so much be seen as a recent desire
to ‘speak out’, but as part of our ongoing
approach to teaching, research and
public engagement,” he added.
The Press Freedom Commission was
initiated by the Print Media South Africa and the South African National Editors Forum in June 2011, and initiated
the “Listening to South Africa campaign
in January. The campaign heard submissions from a variety of social actors
and media stakeholders, including the
African Nation Congress, the African
Union Special Rapporteur on Freedom
of Expression Advocate Pansy Tlakula,
the Public Protector, among others. The
campaign concluded on February 1, and
the PFC is scheduled to complete a final
report on the submissions in March.

Aimee de la Harpe

Nicky Harris was well loved by the
students she worked with who
served on the SRC said the DoS Office. She will be sorely missed.

Nicky Harris, a well loved member of
the Student Representative Council’s accounts office, passed away in
Grahamstown on the 12 January 2012.
Harris fell ill towards the end of last
year and was admitted to hospital, she
was later released but failed to recover
and was readmitted on the 11 January.
Harris had worked in the SRC accounts office since her appointment in
2008. She became a much needed familiar face among frantic society members
in the midst of a financial crisis. Lauren
Granger, former editor of the Oppidan
Press, remembers how Harris “always
went out of her way to help you solve
any crisis”. Nikki Moubray, from the
debating soceity said “no matter how

Dear Students of 2012
A warm welcome to all our new first-year students, and an equally warm
welcome BACK to all our returning students as well. You have registered at
an excellent University, and our office aims to help you make the best of your
time with us. First-years, please take a close look at our new orientation page
at http://www.ru.ac.za/orientation2012/
As you embark on a new year of studies at Rhodes, I’d like to remind all of you
that the main reason you are at Rhodes is academic: you are here to get a degree.
So please do make your academic courses the very centre of your lives, and then
add the ‘extras’ on the edges of the circle, taking on only those extramural activities which you really can manage. It’s all about keeping that balance between
work and play.
The choices are enormous, the leadership opportunities are amazing, and it’s
all up to you: work hard, play hard, ‘live smart’, and care about each other.
When things go wrong, please come to our office for help and advice in relation to any issues that are causing undue stress and negatively affecting your life.
In particular we will support you if you have been affected, either directly or
indirectly, by violence or assault, harassment of any kind, family crises, disability
or issues relating to substance abuse. We do not handle University discipline, but
will offer advice if you find yourself in trouble. Academic matters are handled by
the Academic Deans.
So please remember: if you experience a serious problem, and you have tried
the usual channels in seeking a solution without success, do not give up. Make
an appointment with someone at the Office of the Dean of Students, and share
the problem, or email dean.students@ru.ac.za . We will explore options with you,
and do our best to ensure that you are treated fairly and justly.
While we always respond to email queries, and welcome personal appointments, I also invite all students to become my Facebook ‘friend” – simply ask and
I will accept you, I promise! I write a daily ‘tweet’, commenting on issues of current importance at Rhodes, and announcing recent Rhodes news or forthcoming
events.
Follow me on twitter @VivianDeKlerk or http://www.facebook.com/vivian.
deklerk.
Good luck to each of you for 2012 – I hope you enjoy the year, and make the
most or this precious opportunity.
Vivian de Klerk
Dean of Students

SRC accounts staffer dies
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produce an audience that does not only
consist of student leaders.”
A University Imbizo was held earlier
this year to assess the methodology
of the institution. However, there was
concern regarding the lack of student
involvement and representation. Consequently former SRC President Allan
Magubane, and former International
Councillor Nguhi Mwaura, took action
by organising the Student Imbizo to
create a platform for students to address
these important issues. Despite this
new platform that was created, lack of
student attendance remained an issue.
“Right now it is difficult to say
whether the Imbizo was a success or
not, however, I can say that it has given
the SRC plenty to think about,” said
Martin Forsyth. “At the moment the
structure of student governance is,
to some extent, disorganised. Consequently, the SRC is trying to implement

Pic sourced

earlier this month.
It was hoped that the event would
help in identifying significant issues
and challenges that face those associated with the institution, with student
concerns being the main focus of the
weekend. The Imbizo focused on four
key issues: student governance, the
university’s motto ‘Where leaders learn’,
teaching and learning and institutional
culture and transformation.
Martin Forsyth, Vice-President Internal of the SRC, said that two changes
likely to occur as a result of the Imbizo
are the “revolution of student governance” and the redrafting of the Rhodes
University Constitution. “Although
the new constitution will be written by
professionals, student input is still essential,” said Forsyth.
With regard to the redrafting of the
constitution, Forsyth affirmed that various law firms across the country had
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T

he former Treasurer of the
Rhodes Student Representative Council (SRC) has made
racially disparaging comment about
the Dean of Students on Facebook.
On January 31 Pedro Mzileni posted
that Dean of Students Dr Vivian de
Klerk was “a problem” and her “white
ass” should not be in her position.
“How can we solve a problem like
Viv De Klerk? 70% of our students are
black this year, her white ass can get off
that seat. Tsidi is my Dean of Students”.
Mzileni was elected as SRC treasurer
in September last year, and was due to
serve in the position until the end of
2012. According to SRC president Matt
Maralack, Mzileni resigned on January
20 due to “personal reasons”, however.
Advocate Tsidi Hashatse, referred to
by Mzileni as “my Dean of Students”,

held the position of deputy dean of
students until May 2011 when she was
appointed to the newly formed position
of Director for Insitutional Culture at
Rhodes University.
De Klerk took up the Dean of
Students position in 2006 after having
served as the Head of Department
for the department of English Language and Linguistics. She was been a
contested figure among students, as her
“responsible drinking” policies have
pushed drinking not off and away from
campus. De Klerk said on Wednesday
that she was “personally hurt” and “saddened” by Mzileni’s comment, despite
not having met him.
“I have never met or engaged with
Mr Mzileni, so I presume his attack is
not aimed at me, but at my racial group.
While I am personally hurt by his
words, I am also saddened – indeed distressed - to see that one of our students,
elected by his peers as a leader, could

Journ School
Journ School
presents
presents
to PresstoFreedom
Press Freedom
Commission
Commission

The same people referring to the mass protest participation in the
‘olden days’ should take a leaf out of the past’s book: student apathy may
not be the issue, and making it the target is certainly not winning any
wars.
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Targeting apathy isn’t the solution of “illegal
Five years ago One of the biggest challenges facing the Rhodes University student press was five years ago was the seemingly insurmountable student apathy
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takes a special kind of person to inspire a movement. The question ‘who
That same year now award-winning Mail & Guardian journalist Lionel Faull
is inspiring
students today?’ needs to be asked. It’s possible that the right
founded The Oppidan Press - the first sustained competition for fellow Rhodes
causes are there, but effective leadership is not.
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stressed she was Harris always found
time for you and greeted you with a
smile.” Granger said “it is a great loss
as she was so engrained into the SRC.”
Matthieu Maralack, the current SRC
president said that Harris “could be
considered one of the institution’s greatest assets”.
“Nicky was more than an our financial administrator, she was a friend, a
mother and an asset to the SRC” said
Environment Councillor Kiarin Lee
Gillies. The Dean of Students Office said
“she was well-loved by the students who
served on the SRC over the years, as she
worked very closely with them, and her
death has shaken the current council in
a huge way.”
Harris is succeeded by two young
children.
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he’s black, he’s white. They’re naked and they’re holding each
other. According to the new campaign launched by the Democratic Alliance Student Organisation (DASO), in their future,
“you wouldn’t look twice”.
The campaign, to be run on university campuses across the country,
has ignited discussion and furore amongst political groups - many of
which have condemned the photo.
The African Christian Democratic Party (ACDP) complained about
the “immoral” use of nudity in the campaign. Congress of South African
Trade Unions (Cosatu) and the ANC stated that the poster promotes
white supremacy, referencing the Immorality and Group Areas Acts.
However, DA Youth Federal Chairperson, Mbali Ntuli, welcomed
the heated discussion that has surrounded the poster’s release.
The Rhodes alumnus posted a statement at the end of January
in which she described the aims of the campaign.
“If there is anything that this poster has brought to the attention of us all it is that we need to decide as young people; do we
want our generation to continue to be unable to shake race as our
defining narrative?
“This poster was intended to start that conversation,” she said.
Numerous parodies of the DASO poster have appeared online
including ones of a Jewish and Muslim couple, a Tamil and Hindi
couple, a homosexual couple, and one depicting Jacob Zuma and
Helen Zille (posted by ZANews) gently holding the other.
And as comedian Trevor Noah put it, “Dear DASO, I don’t want
to live in a future where we don’t look twice at naked people.”
With reference to the infamous JuJu comment about South
Africa needing more white domestics, a picture of a white woman
dressed in an apron and gloves holding a broom appeared on
Facebook under a SASCO label. Underneath the student political
organisation’s logo was the DASO tagline “You wouldn’t look
twice”.
However SASCO general secretary, Themba Masondo, has
refuted claims that the SASCO executive released this picture.
Rhodes SASCO society member and SAUS National Executive member, Kiarin Gillies, criticised the new campaign for its
implications.
“I get what [DASO] is trying to get across, and it’s an idea that
we welcome as a feature of the future of the country.
“However, I think to say that someone who looks twice at the
poster is racist is a problematic accusation to make,” said Gillies.
“There are other broader cultural aspects that should be taken into
consideration.”
According to the Rhodes DASO Chairperson, Jean Machel
Gaud, the campaign will be promoted on campus this term.
“DASO is a substructure of the DA Youth and as such functions
within a national context as well as a campus specific context.”
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security.”
Last month, the Right2Know campaign welcomed the NCOP’s public
hearings, and stated that: “The move to
host provincial hearings outside of the
urban centres is a welcome change to
a process where all doors to engagement appeared to have (been) shut.” The
campaign now appears to hold a less
sanguine view of the process however,
and Hunter claimed that members of
the public were being “confused” by the
NCOP’s processes.
“The information you are hearing is
deeply confusing, and the state ministry
was using misinformation to confuse
people who haven’t read the Bill,” he
added. “As such, there is some level of
discontent about how the hearings have
been conducted in the Western Cape.”
He further criticised the NCOP ad
hoc committee for failing to make
enough printed copies of the POSI Bill
available to the public.
“[At the Gugulethu hearing] there
were about 3 copies for 300 people,”
Hunter said.
“What we don’t want is a situation
where people are bussed in to attend
a political rally and not a genuine
political process,” Hunter added, and

said that the Right2Know campaign’s
local branches would be attending the
hearings. “We want to have a voice that
is not that of the parliamentarians. Our
membership organisations that attend
the hearings will present their own interests, but will also know what the bill
is and what it means,” Hunter said.
In January the Right2Know campaign
also expressed concern about the time
frame allocated to the public hearings. “Any serious consideration of the
problematic contents of the bill and the
substance of public submissions would
require many more meetings than
provided for in the current schedule,”
Right2Know stated. “We, therefore, call
on the NCOP to host more meetings,
over a longer period of time, to ensure
there is an environment for meaningful and thorough public participation
– something sorely lacking from the
process in past months.”
Last month the Eastern Cape branch
of Right2Know, based in Grahamstown, had their first election: Pammy
Isaac was elected as coordinator. Isaac
replaced interim coordinator Ayanda
Kota, the current chairperson of the
Unemployed Peoples’ Movement.

Human Rights – critical and fundamental to one’s existence and yet so
often merely assumed or cast aside,
especially by young people living in
democratic societies of today. This
attitude is not only present elsewhere;
but also in our very own Grahamstown. What makes this disturbing is
the sad reality that we are surrounded
by young people who have either
experienced violations of their basic
human rights or have been witness to
such abuse. Owing to the small size of
the Rhodes community, we tend to believe that we are immune to such violations but in truth, we are unlike any
other society or university campus; we
live in vast diversity in which human
rights issues are current and grossly
pertinent. The question is; what is
Rhodes University doing about it?
Students at Rhodes University should
take comfort in the knowledge that
the University takes issues regarding
human rights seriously. The University’s
latest undertaking was the “Campus
Climate Survey” in September 2011 in
which, according to Dean of Students,
Dr Vivian de Klerk, the aim was “to
find out if [students] know their rights,
feel protected from discrimination and
harassment, know where to go to for
help when things go wrong and, more
importantly, whether [they] feel as if
they belong in every sense of the word.”
Anonymity was a guarantee in the
survey and the Dean firmly believed
that participation would allow the
University to be able to identify the
problems applicable to student human
rights and “start making the necessary changes, so that Rhodes really can
be a home for all.” Larissa Klazinga;
both warden of Ruth First House and
advocate for human rights at Rhodes,
fully agrees with the survey and its
intentions, having said; “It is my opinion
that in order to know how our students
feel about critical issues, we need to understand how they experience Rhodes…

it also gives us some idea of whether
or not our current interventions are
working.”
The University’s action in the fight
against human rights violation does not
stop there. On 27 September 2011, Rhodes University held its second annual
Rhodes Truth Commission. The event,
organised by the Rhodes University
Dean of Students Office, formed part of
Constitution Week in which the focus
was ‘the right to dignity’ and aimed to
initiate deliberation on an “institutional
level” around human rights violations
currently occurring on campus.
The Truth Commission is unique in
that it gave students an opportunity to
interrogate some of the less public, less
talked about, less audible experiences
that some students have faced whilst
at Rhodes. Klazinga believes that it is
necessary to hold such events because if
“Rhodes is to truly embody our maxim
‘where leaders learn’, then we have a
duty to learn from our own mistakes
first and to create opportunities for
students to challenge their preconceived
notions of ‘normal’, to step out of their
comfort zones and learn to deal with all
the complexities of living in a changing
social context.” The hope is that through
a forum such as this, students affected
will be given the opportunity to restore
their dignity, and according to the
Rhodes University website; renew “the
institution’s commitment to combating
discrimination for all.”
Whilst the violation of human rights
is unfortunately prevalent nationwide,
Rhodes University is saying no to apathy
and taking an active role in doing their
best to ensure that the rights enshrined
in our constitution are upheld. Students
can also become through “entering into
a partnership with the university in
order to
combat human rights violations,” said
Klazinga. It is of great comfort that Rhodes University is looking out for their
students and taking care so as to prevent
further violations; this is something of
which students can be most proud and
which will hopefully reap reward.
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T

he history of Steve Biko, the
leader of the black consciousness movement in South
Africa, is intertwined with the history
and actions of Rhodes University.
Biko first arrived in Grahamstown
in July 1967 as a delegate at the annual
congress of the National Union of South
African Students (NUSAS).
At the time he was a medical student
at the University of Natal. To his surprise, he discovered that, like the rest
of South Africa, apartheid was well and
alive at Rhodes. The University’s authorities did not permit black delegates
attending the conference to stay in student residences and did not allow them
to attend social functions on campus.
This meant that black delegates, such
as Biko, had to find alternative accommodation in the township.
Biko and other black students were
angry with the Rhodes authorities and
also with the white NUSAS leadership who decided to carry on with the
congress, rejecting his call for it to be
suspended.
Ten years after the NUSAS congress
at Rhodes University, Biko was arrested
and detained in Grahamstown and died
shortly afterwards.
“Grahamstown and Rhodes University are central to the unfolding understanding of the linkages between universities and apartheid,” said Professor Fred
Hendricks, the Dean of Humanities at
Rhodes University.

Dr Saleem Badat: The Vice-Chancellor
The vice chancellor is the day-to-day head
of the University executive. He is in charge
of the governing of the University in terms
of administration and education and has to
make various public addresses. Students are
able to approach him if they have
issues with the University’s
dealings, but this is generally done in more
extreme cases, after
other avenues have
been pursued.

Matthieu Maralack: Student
Representative Council (SRC)
President
It is the duty of the SRC to
represent the interests of Rhodes
students and, as the head of the
SRC, Maralack is charged
with ensuring that his fellow councillors achieve
this. Maralack noted
that in order to
make the SRC a
relevant body the
councillors need
to ensure that
Rhodes students
are given platforms
to effectively voice
their opinions. The
SRC offices are located on
the second floor of the Steven Bantu Biko
Building. You may want to make an appointment to speak to Matthieu about what
the SRC is doing for you.

The Counselling Centre is available to help with any variety of issues that students may encounter.
Students are able to go to their offices or call (046) 603 7070, at any time, to organize a session. They
offer individual and group sessions on personal struggles, career guidance and general well being.
There are also various academic workshops on offer, such as: time management, stress management and exam preparation. There is also a crisis line for after hour emergencies: 082 803 0177. The
Counselling Centre is on the top floor of the Steven Bantu Biko Building. It is open on weekdays,
from 8am to 5pm.

Situated across the road from CPU and behind Oriel house, students have access, by appointment,
to nurses and health professionals at the Health Care Centre. The Centre operates from 8am until
5pm during the week and from 9.30am to 12.30pm and from 2pm to 5pm on weekends and public
holidays. Call the Health Care Centre on (046) 603 8523 or 082 801 1409 or go to the front desk to
make an appointment.

cut this out for safe keeping

Sister Heather Ferreira: Sister in charge at the Health Care Centre

cut this out for safe keeping

Amy Slater

CPU aims to ensure the safety of students, patrolling campus at all times
and offering escort services around
campus at night. CPU will respond to
the various panic buttons across campus
within moments. The CPU headquarters
can be found next to Hobson house.
This is where you would need to report
any on-campus crime. CPU 24-hour
Emergency Line: (046) 603 8999.

Rhodes University is well renowned
across the African continent for being
one the best tertiary institutions and
for the number of graduates it has
produced over the years. The university boasts international students and
graduates from around from around
the globe.
The University is prestigious in producing noteworthy graduates who are
successful in their respective fields.
Thompson Rich Mkhondo graduated from Rhodes University in 1981
with a Bachelor of Journalism degree
and from then on the sky has been the
limit. Mkhondo has worked as a Washington correspondent for the Independent Newspapers of South Africa.
He then worked as a communications
executive and as an occasional columnist. Mkhondo is currently working as
the Head of Corporate Affairs at MTN.
Mandla Mandela graduated from
Rhodes University with a politics
degree in 2007.Mandela is a grandson
of Nelson Mandela. In 2007 Mandela
was appointed as the chief of Mvezo
Traditional council. His duties involve
tribal ceremonies, settling disputes
among tribe members and representing
the tribe on political issues. Mandela is
currently a Member of Parliament for
the African National Congress.
Rhodes University hasn’t only
produced hardcore journalists and

politicians but has also proGraduates from the
duced media personalities who
University prove to be
are taking up the entertainment industry by storm.
leaders in their respective
Nicole Fox is a celebrity
fields, which is a
MC, radio and TV personality.
She joined the TV industry
strong testament to
as soon as she completed her
Rhodes’s slogan
Bachelor of Journalism. Fox is
a presenter for 5fm and heads a
“Where leaders learn”
successful career, having been
recognised and awarded in her
field of work on a number of
occasions: in 2005 she received Most
He obtained a Bachelor of Science
Innovative Style Award and winner of
degree in physics and chemistry from
Most Stylish in the SA Style Awards.
Rhodes University. Smith moved to
Another well-known personality is
the education sector, and started Star
Unathi Nkayi-Msengana. Msengana was Schools, which aim to provide value
born in Grahamstown but grew up in
for money education with top class
Namibia. She returned to South Africa
teachers.
in 1989 where she enrolled at the UniSmith began producing The Learning
versity. Msengana went on to complete
Channel, an educational television proa Journalism and Drama degree. After
gramme broadcasted on SABC chancompleting her degree she then moved
nels with the financial backing of Hylton
to Johannesburg. Msengana has preAppelbaum, then executive director
sented a number of television and radio
of the Liberty Life Foundation. As a
shows. She is currently working for Met- result of his work on this programme,
ro fm where she presents the drive time
Smith was voted as one of the top three
show. In 2003 and 2004 she was voted
presenters on South African television
as one of the Top 10 most influential
in 1998.
people in the arts by The Star newspaGraduates from the University
per. Msengana was also voted Top 10
prove to be leaders in their respective
women in media in the MTN Women
fields, which is a strong testament to
in Media Award. She is currently one of
Rhodes’s slogan “Where leaders learn”.
the judges on South African Idols.
Other notable alumni include SABC U.S
William Smith is South Africa’s
Correspondent Sherwin-Bryce Pease
best-known and most popular televiand 2012 Standard Bank Young Artist
sion science and mathematics teacher.
Award winner in Dance Bailey Snyman.
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Sithandwa Ngwetsheni

David Charteris: Manager of the Campus Protection Unit (CPU)

Dr Colleen Vassiliou: Head of the Counselling Centre and the Health Care Centre

’
’

Steve Biko, leader of the Black Consciousness Movement, has played an integral part in the history of the University’s move towards a non-racial future

The leaders who have learned

Larissa Klazinga: Student Services Officer and Student Antiharassment Officer
Larissa Klazinga is deeply involved in issues involving harassment and assault, both physical and psychological. As a member of the Dean of Students’s
office, you may need to make an appointment to see Klazinga if you experience
issues involving harassment, intimidation
or victimisation based on race, gender,
sex, pregnancy, ethnic or social origin,
colour, sexual orientation, age, disability,
belief, culture, language or health status.

The critique of past injustices frees us to
conceive how we may avoid repeating such
tragedies. It demonstrates our desire to embrace
new values and ways of being and acting, and to
reinvent, remake and renew our University

Pic sourced

The duty of the
Dean of Students
(DoS) is, as her
title implies, to
ensure the welfare
of students at the
University. As Dr de
Klerk states: “It is my
job to ensure that you
get the kind of support
you need in terms of health,
safety, social, cultural and
sporting activities, to look after
your interests and rights, and to
champion issues that you feel are
really important.” In addition,
the DoS office is here to help
you with issues involving rape, harassment,
pregnancy, suicide,
substance abuse and
more.

Pic sourced

Vivian de Klerk:
Dean of Students

Rhodes University: From Apartheid
Vastrap to African Swing.
To redeem itself from its racist history, the Rhodes took a decision to
rename the Student Union building to
the Bantu Stephen Biko Building on 17
September 2008. The opening ceremony
was attended by the Biko family. The
decision to rename the student union
signals the University’s commitment
to redress past failings and to promote
reconciliation and healing.
Dr Saleem Badat, Vice Chancellor of
Rhodes University, issued a formal apology on behalf of the University for its
reprehensible actions in the past.
“We pledge also to institute other
activities to signal our unequivocal
determination to settle with our past
and continue with our remaking and
renewal as a small but outstanding African university,” he said in the statement.
Dr Badat also added that, “The
critique of past injustices frees us to
conceive how we may avoid repeating
such tragedies. It demonstrates our
desire to promote reconciliation and
healing within ourselves and our society,
to embrace new values and ways of being and acting, and to reinvent, remake
and renew our University.”

Pic sourced

Compiled by Kate-Lyn Moore

Professor Paul Maylam, Head of the
Rhodes History Department and a Rhodes student in the 1960’s, revealed three
incidents in the University’s history that
show its previous compliance with the
racist dictates of apartheid.
Firstly, Rhodes University awarded
the then State President Charles Robert
Swart, a well-known racist segregationist, an honorary doctorate. Secondly, the
University denied black students who
were delegates at the NUSAS conference
a place to stay overnight in residence
while admitting the white students, and
lastly the University refused a black
man from watching a rugby match on
campus.
“In the 1970s and 80s Rhodes University was a scary place. The majority
of staff (academic and administrative)
and students were actively racist. This
is not surprising as a large number of
predominantly white administrative
staff were from the local (white) settler
farming, civil service (including the
police and military base), and business community. The majority of male
students had just come back from two
years of military indoctrination,” said
Prof Monty Roodt, Sociology lecturer
in his paper on the history of Rhodes,

Pic sourced
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Left to right: Thompson Rich Mkondo, Unathi Nkayi-Msengana, Mandla
Mandela and Nicole Fox (all Rhodes alumni)
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Black cats and ladders are all very well but the superstitions of our
university are built out of stone and cast in iron so watch out

Benjamin FogelBenjamin Fogel

Ananda Paver
The World War II memorial statue,
sword intact

Superstition holds
that any student
crossing under
the arch will fail
their exams

’

to explain to your financial sponsors.
While these first two superstitions
refer to your first year at Rhodes, this
last is something to anticipate as you
leave the University (possibly via the
arch, you’ll be safe by then).
The University has its own version of
virginity testing. It takes place on the
day you graduate. Judgement awaits all
graduates when walking past the World
War II memorial statue outside the
Great Hall. The tale goes that the statue’s
sword will drop upon the graduation of
a virgin.
Note: The sword has yet to fall.
Whether you take these warnings as
mere hearsay or as rumour is up to you,
really. You may think this is a test of gullibility like the ones your friends tricked
you with in Primary school. Grow up.
Trust is something important you obviously still need to learn. Speak to older
students, speak to staff, just know that
you have been warned.

A A

Ananda Paver

I

have never really been one for
superstitions. However, I do think
twice before walking underneath
a ladder. I prefer to adopt extra
vigilance when a black cat crosses my
path. On Friday the thirteenth I avoid
doing anything particularly dangerous
or out of the ordinary. And breaking
mirrors is not something I have made
a habit of in my years.
Bad luck never did
seem particularly
attractive to me; I
prefer not to tempt
fate.

Like many places with tradition and
over one hundred years of history, Rhodes University has its own black cats and
broken-mirrors, and I strongly suggest
you acquaint yourself with these before
your three-year degree is extended to
five, or worse...
You need to know that for first years
the Drostdy Arch is no-go zone. Sure,
get a sandwich at the shop and walk by
to get to High Street. Whatever you do
do though, don’t be foolish. Don’t be
arrogant.
Superstition holds that any student
crossing under the tall, pale arch will
fail. Be cautious when nearing the perilous piece of architecture. Do not walk
directly underneath it and definitely not
between its two wooden logs. Rather
just take the side paths. Please just take
the side paths. You do not want to be
captured by its curse.
Be especially wary in second and
fourth term when exams are approaching.
The circle beneath the clock tower
holds a similar truth and the same
doom will reach you as in the case of
the arch. Do not walk straight down
the middle of it. Be sure to rather walk
around the circle. Trust that failing exams is something you don’t want to have

The Drosty Arch, a historical gateway with less than desirable consequences
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At your service: the 2012 Join a society, support a cause, make a difference
Whether you help people, animals or the environment there is a society or
foundation based at Rhodes or in Grahamstown where you can lend a hand
Oppidan Committee
The Oppidan experience is one which
comes with its own unique benefits,
but which at times might be a little
trying. Realistically, things are going
to get hectic over the next few years
and the added worries of trying not
to starve and taking care of security
could feel a bit much.
Such concerns can, however, be taken
care of. Whatever the issue, the Oppidan Committee exists to address it.
“The Oppidan Committee exists to
make the Oppidan experience a more
amicable one in whatever way possible,”
said Gamuchirai Mbetu, Chairperson of
the 2012 Committee.
Kicking off with a number of
welcoming functions in O-week, the
Oppidan Committee aims to have at
least one event a term and Oppidans
can look forward to the likes of the Digs
Olympics, the Lease Workshop and the
Oppidan Ball. Students will also be able
to participate in inter-residence sporting competitions and get involved in
community engagement projects in the
Joza township.
The committee is particularly concerned with the welfare of Oppidan
students and with questions of security.
Last year saw the first ever Oppidan
Forum organised to give students a
space where their concerns could be
discussed. A panel of representatives
from the Campus Protection Unit

(CPU), South African Police Service
(SAPS), Dean of Students Office, Counselling Centre, Financial Aid Office, and
International Office was made available
to answer questions and address a number of issues.
“It is very important that Oppidan
students, in a similar way to Residence
students, have a group of reliable and
committed people they can turn to
for help and support whenever it is
necessary,” said John-Rob Pool, formerChairperson of the Oppidan Committee.
Oppidan wardens and sub-wardens,
the Oppidan Common Room, Oppidan
Dining Hall and Oppidan Bus are also
available to students.
The Oppidan Committee can be contacted through their website or via the
Hall Administrator at their office in the
Eden Grove Building. Also look out for
Committee members this week – they’re
around and ready to help out in any way
possible.

Joshua Oates
There are many platforms available at Rhodes University
for students to take a stand for what they believe in. Student
activism is an important feature of life, both on and off
campus. The forms of action taken by students include
protests, quiet demonstrations, community engagement
projects, performances and various forms of art to raise
awareness of important issues.
Rhodes University holds the largest student and anti-rape
protest in South Africa each year. It is called the 1 in 9 Sexual
Violence = Silence protest, which started in 2006 with 80
students taking part, after statistics came out stating that only
1 in 9 rapes in South Africa were reported. However, 2011 saw
1500 students taking part.
The protest initially took place in solidarity and support
for the women in the Jacob Zuma rape trial, as well as other
women who speak out about being raped. Students wear
purple shirts and tape their mouths closed for the entire day
as a symbol of being unable to speak out, before marching
to the Cathedral of St Michael and St George in the evening
where the protesters break their silence and floor is opened to
anyone wishing to speak about their experience of the protest.
There are various environmental societies whose aims are
to make Rhodes a more environmentally friendly institution,
namely the Green Fund and the South East African Climate
Consortium Student Forum (SEACC SF).
“We aim to make Rhodes University sustainable by reducing [our] ecological footprint,” says Professor Fred Ellery from
the Department of Environmental Sciences, and the convener
of Green Fund. According to him, the University’s Vice Chancellor Dr Saleem Badat embraced the idea of the Green Fund
and now champions the initiative. The Green Fund works with
a number of student societies, including SEACC SF, to reduce
waste and offset Rhodes’s carbon emissions.
Community engagement projects such as Masincedane
(which supports the Masincedane soup kitchen) take active

roles with the Grahamstown community. Masincedane is
headed by Jocelyn Coldrey, who says that Masincedane
“strives to make the soup kitchen sustainable, to promote
dual empowerment and increase the interaction between the
students and the Xolani community.”
The members of Masincedane serve soup three times a
week in the Xolani area of Grahamstown, as well as have a
gardening day, a kids’ workshop and support a bread-baking
initiative to feed a primary school twice a week. The society
holds events to promote their cause and raise money for their
projects.
Another important society on offer is Students for Social
Justice (SSJ) who partake in marches alongside the Unemployed People’s Movement (UPM) to raise awareness of social
injustices that take place in South Africa. Animal rights campaigners may join the Rhodes Organisation for Animal Rights
(ROAR), who raise awareness of animal rights issues during
the Animal Rights Week and hold an annual naked run in
protest of the use of fur in the fashion industry.

Nina Bekink

Kyla Hazell

Participants of the 1 in 9 protest gather on the steps of
the Clock Tower

guess I am a loosely connected to. In
which Ayanda Kota a prominent local
activist, who has gained both fame and
infamy as chairperson of the Unemployed People’s Movement was allegedly
assaulted by the Police after a Rhodes
academic laid a charge of theft against
him. Kota has consistently been a thorn
in the side of Makana municipality,
because of this he has been subject to
several threats of violence against him
from members of the Ruling Party, some
of which I have personally witnessed. So
it comes as no surprise that he has been
the victim of police violence, which has
become increasingly common among
poor grassroots activists as people from
the Landless Peoples’ Movement, Abahali basemjondolo and numerous other
organizations can testify to.
It is not my goal in this article to
launch a vendetta against the academic
who laid the charges, although I think
these actions were foolish, misguided
and dangerous. People can make up
their own minds about her actions. I
write here not to condemn but to offer
comradely criticism, hence I will refrain
from naming anybody. Instead what my
goal here is to highlight what I consider
to be a dangerous trend amongst the academic Left in which students and poor
activists get caught up in a complex web
of interpersonal rivalries which have
been transformed into political divisions
on which one is periodically called on
the auspices of this grouping in the form
of mailing lists etc.. to take a side.
At times in which one expect unity
and solidarity amongst people supposedly committed to radical change, one
finds instead a teenage clique mentality
and crude vitriol. In this case I refer to

As a young person, it can disheartening to
attempt to find some political leadership
among a generation supposedly hardened in
the struggles for radical change in South Africa

’

Pic sourced

Opinion

Tempting the fates
Kate Janse van Rensburg
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The Students for Social Justice and other Grahamstown social activists had
their own Occupy protest last year. The protest saw members of the Unemployed Peoples’ Movement throw buckets of human excrement into City Hall.
earlier, the specter of rape loomed large
in various postings on mailing lists, the
white female middle-class academic is
portrayed as the victim of a monstrous
black male possessed by an uncontrollable lust. This is the sort of shit, I expect
to read on News 24 comment sections,
not leftist mailing lists. Now here I don’t
mean to attack the academic involved,
but those who would reduce the horror
of rape into the equivalent or at least in
the same moral universe.
What I think is a fair diagnosis of
a general pattern of vicious infighting
and periodic political melodramas is a
general disconnection of this academic Left from any real movement or
political strength. Often this can lead to
latching on to a social movement in the
hope that somehow whatever particular
struggles are going on, will lead to the
formation of a new revolutionary subject. When this fails to occur, the same
former supporters will leave movements
high and dry and in the crossfire of fraternal disputes which have no relevance
to those seeking basic services and
dignity. This is not to say one should not

get involved in movements, but rather
to say one must negotiate the terms of
involvement and also leave the academic politic within the academy.
As a young person, lacking at least
20 years on these groupings it can
disheartening to attempt to find some
political leadership among a generation
supposedly hardened in the struggles
for radical change in South Africa. Instead we have a vicious circle, combined
with an increasing political irrelevance.
At least for those of us committed to
radical change, we should take heed of
Fanon’s urge for each generation to find
its struggle and leave the bullshit up to
the old people. Any real political change
in South Africa will have to come out of
the youth.
Benjamin Fogel is a freelance writer who
has contributed to Amandla, Mahala,
Jacobin and other publications, his
writing has also appeared in the Mail &
Guardian and Pambazuka. He writes
on South African politics, Helen Zille's
dancing and how Obama killed hip hop.

How I came
How Itocame
presstocharges
press charges
againstagainst
AyandaAyanda
Kota...Kota... an extract from Prof Claudia Martinez-Mullen’s statement
The books which Ayanda took from me, and for
which I have been ridiculed in the media and by
supposed critical Marxist comrades, were gifts
from Dennis during his last year in life, a year
in which I spent every day by his side. I mention this to explain that the great value of these
books - which could have been any other thing
- to me was not monetary but as a last memory
of my closest friend. Ayanda borrowed one book
and took two others without my permission at
the beginning of May, 2011. This was at a time
when I had opened my house to him to protect
him from the death threats he said he was receiving from the ANC Youth League at the time.
I had explained the sentimental value of the
books to Ayanda. A week later, I requested the
books back and he promised to bring them but
never did. For two and half months, I then tried
with every means at my disposal to convince
him to give the books back, or at least come to
me with a sincere explanation. Comrades of
the UWCF also approached him asking him to
respond to me. Ayanda made me go and look
for the books in various places, including his
mother's house, and maintained a very arrogant
and disinterested position.

In the end, I saw no other way of putting pressure on him than to approach the police, initially
not to press charges. For a month, the police
attempted to get Ayanda to return the books or
approach me with an apology. When this failed I
eventually laid a charge of theft in August. Between
August and November, the police called Ayanda
repeatedly to get him to make a statement, which
he consistently refused. In the end, the police took
the matter to court and due to Ayanda's failure
to appear before the police, the prosecutor issued
a warrant of arrest for Ayanda. This was put into
effect on January 12, when Ayanda came to the
police station. I did not at any stage demand the
arrest of Ayanda. I denounce all forms of police
brutality.
As a revolutionary activist, having myself been
subjected to police torture and imprisonment,
approaching the police was not something I took
lightly, and which I would never do in a political
matter, which I believe must be resolved through
political engagement. But, having exhausted all
other ways of engaging person to person, I believe
I was in my full right to do so in this private matter.
It is possible that the police used the charge of theft
as a pretext for his arrest in pursuit of a different

agenda - to persecute the left and social movements in particular - but had the charge not been
there they could have invented any other excuse for
his arrest. If this was the case it is not something
for which I can be held responsible.
…
Abuse of trust, commitment and comradeship
When Ayanda said his life was under threat,
I took him in without hesitation. But Ayanda
abused my trust, comradeship and commitment
to united struggle by taking what he knew was my
most beloved possession without my knowledge
or permission, and then refused to take responsibility for his actions. Contrary to claims by the
UPM and the DLF, he never sincerely offered to
return the books (as opposed to empty promises
that the books would be brought), nor did he come
to explain himself or apologise. Throughout this
period, Ayanda was treating me with contempt and
arrogance, to the extent that I felt deeply humiliated and harassed. If he was really my comrade,
I believe he would have approached me with a
simple apology, which would have sufficed for me.
…
I am today motivating for the withdrawal of
my charge of theft against Ayanda. By doing so, I

do not take responsibility for the state's actions
against Ayanda, and I also maintain that he is responsible for his disrespectful, hurtful and arrogant behaviour against me. But I am not prepared
to be abused as a puppet by anyone, including the
capitalist state and its police.
Although I have lost all confidence in Ayanda's
political integrity, and know that I am putting
myself at risk of not receiving back what he stole
from me, I am setting aside my personal considerations to protect the unity of the genuine movement, in particular all the members of UWCF.
I still demand that Ayanda returns the three
books and issues a public apology for the theft of
a fellow comrade's most treasured possessions.
I also demand an apology from those who
organised the mob-like campaign against my
political reputation and my personal life.
The issue between Ayanda and me is a private,
not political, issue. It is very unfortunate that it
has been turned into a public, politicised issue.
This is my first and last statement on this matter.
The above are extracts of Prof Claudia MartinezMullen’s full statement, published on Politicsweb
on 17 January. Read the full statement on The Oppidan Press online at theoppidanpress.com
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Photos

A day
A day
in photographs...
in photographs...

1

6

7

1. A food demonstration for environmental week. From left: Karin Reum and Carina Truyts. 2. A bird’s eye view of the
Day Kaif, near the campus library. 3. A netball match. 4. Short straw performing at the Monastery. 5. The front steps
of Botha residence on campus. 6. A protester at Slutwalk Grahamstown on October 29. 7. Southern Gypsey Queen
performs at Slipstream Sports bar on New Street. 8. Rhodes rowers prepare for the annual September Boat race. 9. The
“Sexual violence = silence protest” in April 2011 saw over 1500 protestors participate.

Michelle Solomon

Roxanne Henderson
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Aimee de la Harpe
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Aimee de la Harpe

Nina Van Toner
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Fiona Christensen
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DIY

and Restaurant
HOME-MADE
PIES

FISH & CHIPS

GOOD FOOD
GOOD PRICES

BEST COFFEE
OUTSIDE
SEATING

Pic sourced
Pic sourced
Pic sourced

Guest House

Check out these easy and economical but
snazzy ideas for your digs - all pics sourced
under a Creative Commons licence from
flicker.com

Buying on a budget: when to cut costs and when to splurge
Madien van der Merwe
You have just arrived at your new
university in a new town about to
start your new life. What’s the first
thing you do? If “Hit the town!” was
your immediate response, touché, but

what I had in mind was a little more
domestic. Furnish your digs!
While on a student budget, one really needs to master the art of budget
shopping. What follows is a quick guide
on what to spend big bucks on, and
what you can get away with purchasing
cheap-cheap. Use it or lose your moola.

Items to skim on and
Cutlery. Knives, forks, cups, glasses,
plates: they all get bent, broken or lost
sooner or later. Good old stainless steel
is a good choice for cutlery. Ceramic or
a strong durable plastic like melamine
ware is the way to go regarding bowls,
cups and glasses. Also look out for

Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Tel: (046) 622 3242

Madien van der Merwe

E

E

E

137 High Street

Pic sourced

W

hen moving into digs, you’ll need
to make the space your own.
While for some (those with minimalist inclinations) having bare walls is an
option, for others some colour in your home
is a way to avert a swift fall into the throes of
depression.
‘Cougar Monday’ and those other posters
you’ve nicked from the walls of EQ and Friars
walls are not going cut it. However, fear not, for
here are some simple, cost-efficient tips to help
turn your digs into a home without cutting
deep into your food budget.
There are actually some cheap and lekker
decorating options available. You can get some
brilliant finds at flea markets, DigsCrap and
second hand stores. Giving a piece of furniture
a new and improved face is often pretty easy.
You can brighten up a musty old couch without reupholstering it. A nice textured throw
is an easy way to do this. Adding a bunch of
patterned scatter cushions to your couch will
liven up the room. Pillows are probably the
easiest and cheapest way to make a room feel
decorated. They can also be used as additional
seating when you have a lot of people around.
An area rug is also an essential. It will quickly and easily transform the space, warming up
the room and adding colour and pattern.

Decorating the walls is very important;
without this extra effort the room will feel
sterile and hospital-like. This isn’t the bedroom
of a thirteen-year-old; don’t merely stick up
a bunch of pictures or posters. Arranging a
variety of frames on a wall can be very effective. Check back at a local flea market for some
good second hand finds. Filling these with your
own photography will be all the more effective,
personalising the space.
Many digs can be quite dark and dank. This
means that lighting becomes all the more important. Don’t merely rely on overhead lights.
Lamps give off a warmer and more soothing
glow that will soften up your rooms.
Try displaying piles of books around your
digs. You will be able to find beautiful old volumes for as little as R5 at hospice and second
hand stores around Grahamstown. These will
make a beautiful coffee table display or fill
up your bookshelf. It also doesn’t hurt, while
studying at an educational institution, to give
the impression that, “Yeah, I read”.
Go scour around town, High Street, and
Peppergrove Mall; you could be very happily
surprised at what you’ll find to brighten up
your new home.

Pic sourced

Kate-Lyn Moore

Pic sourced

Digs décor for
dummies

Katherine Stewart tries to decide which appliances to purchase. Some times you need to be economical and other
times you need to spend a bit more to get something that will last

cutlery sets. They are generally the better buy compared to purchasing single
items.
Linen and towels. Good quality
linen at a reasonable price is not hard to
find. Instead of dishing out cash on 400
thread count sheets, think about getting enough thick blankets to keep you
toasty during the colder months. Towels
can also be skimmed on, just make sure
they are 100% cotton. You do not want
to end up with sand-papered skin after a
month of use.
Kettles and Toasters. The price of
these two must-have appliances can be
anything between R60 and R400. The
key is to find a good quality product
towards the lower half of this spectrum.
Plastic is cheaper and lighter than stainless steel and usually carries a one-year
warranty.
Items to splurge on
Mattress. Any student will tell you
that a good night’s rest is at times few
and far between. The key is to make sure
that when you do get some Zs, they are
of top quality. A bad mattress will not
only inhibit sleep, but could also cause
back and neck problems later on. Quality rather than the quantity of springs

is important, and also be sure to try out
the mattress before you buy it. Lie down
in positions you would normally sleep
in to check that you’re spending bucks
on one that will suit you best.
Washing Machine. While top loaders
can handle bigger loads and are generally cheaper, front loaders are more economical in the long run and are more
environmentally friendly. Either way,
buy a washer that has water temperature
settings and a variety of load options in
order to get full use out of it, while at
the same time saving on electricity.
Refrigerator. Fridge stores food.
Food equals life. Buy a good fridge.
Look for a refrigerator with a top or
bottom freezer, as these are usually the
most affordable. Buying a good quality
refrigerator is crucial. You do not want
to come home one day only to find that
all the (expensive) meat your mom sent
you has defrosted, or that the cheese has
acquired new décor.
Also be sure to stay on the lookout
for sales and specials, especially after the
December vacation.

Instead of dishing out cash on 400 thread
count sheets, think about getting enough
thick blankets to keep you toasty during the
colder months
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Dr Davies Optometrists
Celebrating the Joy of Seeing

Welcome to the first term of 2012! Here’s a whole
lot of events you definitely do not want to
miss out on!

Wednesday

M

Tuesday

Please come and test your eyes and chat
to us about your eye health concerns

Monday

C

cut this out and have your very own party planner

Calling all students
Free eye screening at the
Rhodes San
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Arts & Entertainment

warning! the undead
have returned!

Staff reporter Staff reporter

G

January – Sport and recreation
February – Migrations
March – Law and order
April – War and conflict
May – Work and trade
June – Youth and development
July – Arts and Culture
August – Woman and Health
September – Media and Communications
October – Nature
November – Identities
December - Faith and Religion
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intense”, said William and planned speakers. Festival goers
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bondsand
andcreate bonds and
second week of term and campus can
social
barriers”
The midday event, hosted by Makana
every 48 hours.
learn more about Grahamstown
friendships withfriendships
people “thatwith
onepeople
does “that one does municipality and the National Arts Fes“expect about 1000 players” (almost
The game originated in 2005 at an
and its proud and complicated
not usually mix with”,
said Walters.
double the number of 2011 particinot usually
mix with”, said Walters.
tival Office, is hoped to encourage locals
American university, Goucher College.
history.
“The game is fun,“The
challenging
and challenging and
pants) according to Chloe Molino, one
game is fun,
to share stories about
Since then it has travelled with support
really brings people
together,
said Clara
of the founders of HvZ Rhodes edition.
really
brings”people
together,” said Clara Grahamstown and
from Deans and Vice-Chancellors to
Hall, a second year
student.
Having
The rules are simple: it’s a week-long
Hall,
a second
year student. Having
how it has changed,
campuses all over the world.
had such a goodhad
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time the first time as well as the history
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round,
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of the City. The proFacebook in 5 days, the game caught on
Rhodes tradition.Rhodes tradition.
arms) and zombies (running around
posed budget for the
quickly last year and had the university
Walters’ only piece
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to of advice was to year-long commemorawith bandanas on their heads).
Walters’
onlywas
piece
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On Day One all participants are hution is reported to be
rolled-up socks (used by ‘humans’ to
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“Be smart
and” know
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stun approaching ‘zombies’).
said.
zombie’ (ie. Patient Zero) who is chosen
said.
to reporter Prudence
“The game forces interaction without
randomly from willing candidates the
Mini for Grocott’s
it really being forced,” said Molino. In
Mail. Each month of
the year is dedicated
to a different theme,
which will focus the
bicentennial celebrations. At the moment,
these themes are:
Staff reporter
popularity, and opened a page of Facebook for the bar. “In less
than 24 hours we had over 100 people already ‘like’ the page,”
he added.
A thick haze of cigarette smoke hangs in the air, and at its
Sitting in an alcove near the bar, a group of Champs aficioworst the barkeep is merely a silhouetted figure against
nados are keen to share stories about the Champs what was,
the glaring blue light of the bar fridges. She has a large
and how new Champs shakes up in comparison.
“Champs went on a sabbatical, but now it’s back. It feels like
tattoo in the upper centre of her chest, a skull wrapped
home,” said one, a man wearing a red shirt. “The people make
Voodoo Child rocks out at the Slipstream Sports bar in New Street.
in cloth that seems to flutter in a breeze. “Do you want
it feel that way. Champs is the only bar I feel comfortable
anything?” she asks a man who just sat at the bar, which
enough to come to on my own.”
shifted as he leaned his elbows on it. He’s wearing a tweed
“If new Champs can get that old vibe back, it would be even
jacket, and looks like he stepped out a 90s college porn
better,” said Psychology lecturer Werner Bohmke.
film. He’s perfectly in keeping with the atmosphere of this
Local musician and journalist, Chris Hartley, was nostalplace. He orders a whiskey and pays the barkeep before
gic about old Champs for its live music scene. “I remember
dropping some small change in a mostly empty glass on
the punk and the metal bands,” he said, and peered into the
the bar. It has a label stuck onto it, a bit gruff and dirty. It
depths of his beer as if he was looking for them.
reads: “Tips for wolverine implants”.
- complied by Vimbai Midzi, Graham Griffiths & Tarryn De Kock
“I hope it will approximate what [old] Champs was like,”
Only two months ago this hazy, dimly-lit haven for the
said Bohmke.
nocturnal and tattooed was “Scott’s Spot”, a modest restaurant
“It was a dive, but it was our favourite dive. There are things
with too modest takings to make work in the dingy alley of
[of old Champs] that I don’t want to
its name sake. Now, Scott’s Avenue welcomes back its one and
come back, but I miss the culture
only dingy bar that never should’ve left – Champs Action Bar.
of Champs.”
Re-opened this month by its original owner Mike Theron,
“Poetry gives society a prettier face”, said Xabiso Vili, the 2012
A group of three talented young men who have together, fused
Smash n Grab are one duo keen on keeping Grahamstown Bass
“But just less sticky,” Chris
loving nicknamed dirty Mike, Champs has regained
Chairperson of Bua society. This poetry soc has made waves with
genres of electro, house, progressive techno and fidget to create a
“Aweh!” Comprised of Jwan Levin and Justin Shaw, the pair
added. “I lost a shoe, once”.
its original seedy charm. Locals and long-time stuits Slam Poetry sessions and Open Mics. Some of the activities
unique atmosphere at any event. The DJs: Michael “Mikus” Mokobi, started out in local clubs in 2008, and since then have become one
dents remember old Champs with a fondness that
of the hottest acts on the scene.
that will be hosted this year include the sharing sessions every
Dean “The Dean” Coles and Nkuli “Beatle Juice” Nhlabathi are all
is truly remarkable. If personified, the Champs of
According to Smash n Grab manager Justin Le Roux, what makes
second week, the use of other arts such as music and painting
students at Rhodes University. The trio have been together, DJ-ing
old would be a seedy, old
the duo different is that none of their music is pre-mixed. All of the
to enhance the poetry, and guest appearances from poets based
since 2009 as: DJs @ Play.
geezer swilling a brandy
music they play is mixed live, maintaining Smash n Grab’s unique
outside Grahamstown.
Coming from different areas of the country allows for a different
and coke, or a tattooed and
sound and giving each set new and exciting energy. Le Roux goes on
Phelo Mthembu, Rhodes’ well known beat-boxer, said that the
mix but similar influences of the group ranging from Afrojack, Deadenigmatic young woman wearing so
to say that they primarily play dubstep, drumstep and drum’n’bass,
first-years who want to join Bua should not “think twice – just do
mau5, to Swedish House Mafia, all to be mixed into an amazing trio of
much make-up she could peel it off
although there are influences from other genres of electro music as
it”. Mthembu believes that poetry revolves around “something that
sounds. What’s unique about DJs @ Play is that each member has their
and wear it tomorrow.
needs to be said”, and Bua should prove a great activity for aspiring
own genres that they specialize in or whose style is most influenced by. well.
After having worked for 22 years
The duo have performed all over Grahamstown as well as in places
poets. The society explores “issues that are difficult to discuss”, said
This diversity makes for a savvy ability to “feel the mood of the crowd”,
in the liquor industry, Mike believes
like Port Elizabeth, including a wicked set at Earthdance 2011 in
Vili, and is dedicated to “helping the poets find their own voices”.
making their mixing fluent as a team.
he knows what his patrons want from
Nelson Mandela Bay.
Bua poetry society contributes greatly to the cultural and artistic
Their popularity has grown from performing a free gig a week to
a bar and said his opening has been
While Smash n Grab haven’t lined up events far into 2012, you can
aroma that floats through the air at Rhodes.
having at minimum of 2 gigs in Grahamstown weekly. The group
successful as a result. “I’ve had a warm
be sure that this year is set to be better than ever. The best place to
For those who are willing to take a chance at reciting and “bringheadlined the SRC party in May last year, and the group was a resident
response so far, and lots of feet have
catch them is The Monastery, where they perform on a regular basis.
ing their poems to life”, Bua provides the perfect opportunity. Vili
performer at club Equilibrium throughout 2011. One can expect
come through. Sales are much better
You can also check out their SoundCloud page at http://soundencouraged the first years to explore their talent. And in the words of some performances at SRC events and possibly at House of Pirates in
than expected, and I’m really happy
cloud.com/fridaymarshmallow.
Mthembu, “If you think you’re dope – you’re dope.”
O-Week.
I went back to Champs,” he said.
Mike said the bar was picking up in
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Lu-Fuki: They will
stink up your ears!

Graham Griffiths
Graham Griffiths

Clockwise: Members of Lu-Fuki, Sandi Dlangalala (vocals), Vee
Lourenco (bass), Steve Haiden (drums) and Luke Clayton (guitar). All pics thanks to Lu-Fuki and Daniel Hollick
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After a month rocking Lu-Fuki gives you their
first EP, filled with Sandy’s swoon-inducing
croon and Vee’s soul-reverberating bass

ew comers to the local music scene, Lu-Fuki won over
the crowds at the Grahamstown Battle of the Bands in
September last year. Lu-Fuki came out victorious over
local favourites Shackles and Bones, The Devil Sent Me Back and
One Shushu Day. This was no small feat for the band considering
that they had only made their official debut in August after being
founded in mid-2011.
Their sound is the love child of Rock ‘n Roll and Punk Rock
resulting in the new age style of ‘funk rock’, a genre that is fast finding its roots in the Grahamstown rock scene. Influences include the
musical greats Red Hot Chili Peppers, Kings of Leon, New Academics and Rage Against the Machine.
Lu-Fuki is made up of 4 members, Vee Lourenco (bass), Steve
Haiden (drums), Luke Clayton (guitar) and Sandi Dlangalala (vocals) all of which have walked through the corridors of the Rhodes
University music department. The band may be a new comer but
its members are not, Lourenco and Haiden played in the hard rock
band Fate Fell Short while Clayton has played in Shackles and Bones
and 10 Points for the Dismount to name a few.
The band name has its origins in Kikongo, a language spoken by
the Bakongo and Bandundu people of the Democratic Republic of
the Congo and directly translated means ‘bad body odour’ to the
band it means “pure Funk, soulful music and passionate performance”.
The band finished recording their first EP in January entitled “Bad
Body Odour” and will be releasing it for their Lu-Fukian fans during
the first term along with their music video, which they promise will
be a “wild party”. The band says the process of recording, mixing and producing of their EP felt very professional due to all the
members being at a university level which “left very little room
for mistakes in the final product. We’re proud of the EP we have produced and really like its sound.”
The bands focus for 2012 is to get their name out there as much as
possible with plans for Johannesburg and Cape Town tours this year
with performances at as many venues as possible along the way. The
band will also be playing various gigs in and around our backyard
throughout the year.
Lu-Fuki is an explosive entry onto the Grahamstown music scene
and has issued a warning for the 2012 music scene “be prepared- a
very distinctive smell is coming your way”. Check them out on their
MySpace page, http://www.myspace.com/lu-fuki where you can
listen to a few tracks from “Bad Body Odour” . Bassface Vee, Sandi
Silly, Slambo Steve and Fu-Luki promise to “stink up your ears!”

Clockwise from top: Shaun Gordon takes part in a game of tennis during a Racketlon; Members of the rowing team prepare for Boat Race; A step class taking
place in the gym during a Health Suite Marathon; Yusuf Jina faces a ball during a game of court cricket
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Byron Eksteen is a Fine Art student who is
taking his work beyond the perimeters of
the classroom

“To live in a world where creativity is my freedom… I am born,” is how Rhodes student and
visual artist Byron Eksteen describes himself and
his “abstract, surrealist” art.
As a Third Year Bachelor of Arts student, Eksteen
is a visual force to be reckoned with, with residents
in Cape Town and Grahamstown already familiar
with his work.
Using oil techniques and murals, Eksteen is
influenced by different people’s perceptions of the
world, spirituality and dreams. He’s made his name
known at the second year art department exhibition Hola Hola – In Transition last year. “I’ve also

been featured in capetownmagazine.com and have
had a series of commissions from Mr Pickwicks on
Long Street (Cape Town),” added Eksteen. Some of
his work has also been exhibited at the District Six
Museum.
Eksteen speaks a language of emotion through his
art as having the potential to grab a person out of
their reality and inspire them. “The walk of life inspires me. It is all about leaving this world. My work
tells my story and people tend to relate to that in
their own way,” he says. With this artists’ expression,
Eksteen aims to expand his art in 2012 with video
pieces, a commissioned piece for the Monastery and
a mural which he wishes to remain a mystery for the
viewers. Rhodents should be on the lookout around
campus for his captivating art work.

For all football enthusiasts, be it players, supporters, prospective managers, coaches, and
even referees, Rhodes is certainly the place to be.
The University has a student-run football league
known as the Rhodes Internal Soccer League.
It is divided into two separate competitions: the
Knock-Out Cup and the League.
The Knock-Out Cup functions similarly to the
FA Cup for those English Premier League followers, or for those up to date with the local leagues,
it is similar to the Nedbank Cup. In other words, if
you win, you go through to the next round, but if
you lose, you’re out. By means of a simple elimination system, the last two unbeaten teams battle it

out in what unfailingly proves to be a spectacle of a
final each year.
The League offers more grace for those subjected
to losses, although it may not be much, as the
quality within the League is extremely high. This
competition works on a points system, similar to
most football leagues. The teams are divided into
two groups, where they battle it out against one
another within their respective groups. The top two
teams from each group then make it through to the
semi-finals, and in due course, the final.
The shining team of 2011 was with no doubt Abu
Dhabi. They took the double last year, claiming
the title of champions in both the League and the
Knock-Out competitions. Their journeys to and in
both finals were by no means plain sailing though.
They faced tough competition in Phoenix Knights,

knock-out cup finalists for two years running and
the intimidating Team Oppi. While the likes of
Skova FC and MSA were far from being easy opponents, other teams include Panush FC, KDFC, Black
Stars, Joe Slovo, Cory-Matthews, Milner FC, and
ZimSoc, to name a few.
So for all new first years dying to get their soccer
boots on and get out onto the pitch, you have a term
to establish yourself in a team, or if you are brave,
start your own. To register a team, simply contact
the Rhodes Sport offices, and they will gladly advise
you.
If 2011’s Rhodes Internal Soccer League is
anything to go by, we are in for a cracking season of
football in 2012.
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Rhodes women: #winning
Reitumetse Twala

I

f American sports journalist Howard Cosell
was right in describing sport as “the toy
department of human life”, then Rhodes
women are boasting truckloads of all kinds of
great goodies.
2011 was definitely the Year of the Woman in
Rhodes sports, and with outstanding performances
from remarkable women like Michaila Sloman,
Kelina Mudzanapabwe and Nobubele Phuza, 2012
is guaranteed to be no different.
Michaila Sloman is one half of the sports powerhouse that is the Sloman sisters. She and her sister,
Leah, divide their time between working hard and
playing hard. Hailing from Clarendon, Sloman has
taken the hockey world by storm.
Sloman played her way into the 1st team squad
and loves every minute of it. “You make such good

friends, and it’s not just on the field, it’s off the field
too.” She explains that while it is amazing to be able
to go out clubbing with her teammates, she has
gotten so much more out of her experience with
Rhodes Hockey.
Sloman’s endeavours have earned her bursaries
for every level of hockey she plays, the highest being securing her spot in the U/21 EP (Eastern Cape
Province) team for two years.
While the Rhodes women’s 1st side hockey team
kicks off the new season from a regional fourth
place, our basketball team have a title to defend.
Sitting at the top of the NMBA (Nelson Mandela
Bay Basketball Association) log are the queens of
the court, the Titans.
The Titans’ women’s team went through the
season undefeated. Not only did the Titans
dominate the Eastern Cape as a team, but they
boast the amazing talents of rising stars like Kelina
Mudzanapabwe. Voted as the Most Valuable Player

of the Inter-Varsity tournament, she has no plans of
stopping. Mudzanapabwe explains that the honour
only makes her want to do better. Playing alongside
her is Nobubele Phuza, who was not only selected
to represent Rhodes in the All-Star team for the
tournament, but is also making a name for herself
in netball.
In just one year, Phuza has shot her way into
four netball teams: the 1st team Rhodes Netball
squad, the Cacadu District U/19 team, as well as
representing the Eastern Cape on a national level
in both the U/19 and U/21 teams. Anybody who
knows her will tell you that Nobubele is the life of
the party, but she credits netball for instilling the
discipline she needed to get where she is today and
still be able to perform academically. “I think that
when the new Rhodents get here, they must just
play. I choose to play because I know that because
I’m playing after hours, during the day I need to
focus and do what I’m here for.”

If there is one thing that all the women affiliated
with Rhodes Sport agree on, it is that they share
John Wooden’s sentiments when he said, “Sports
do not build character. They reveal it.”

2011 was definitely
the Year of the
Woman in Rhodes
sports and 2012 is
guaranteed to be
no different
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Mvuzo Ponono

being overshadowed by rivals Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University (NMMU) or the University of Cape Town (UCT). And watching Rhodes
It’s a long shot, folks, but those of you who stick playing their best dismal rugby at the InterVarsity
around long enough might live to see Rhodes
games might have you want to keep away from
University participate in the Varsity Shield.
sharp objects and book an appointment with the
Why should you care? Well, the Varsity Cup is Counselling Centre. So the glitz of the Varsity
South Africa’s premier University rugby tourna- Shield might add much needed seriousness by
ment and the playground of the top institutions. the Sports Department.
It has bling, swagger, fireworks, TV rights, big
How does Rhodes get there? It is not going
sponsors and a huge following. The Varsity
to be easy. At this year’s University Sport South
Shield, the one we hope for, is a tier below that,
Africa (USSA) Rugby Tournament, the team
with just as much intensity and hoorah.
has to repeat last year’s heroics. They have to
Why is it important for Rhodes to qualify for
win all three of their games or as the team did,
the tournament? It’s a truism that the Univerwin at least two. They were impressive in Cape
sity is not known for its rugby. While it boasts
Town, beating the University of Kwa-Zulu Natal
top sporting facilities and a thriving internal
(UKZN) and the Cape Peninsula University of
league, rugby on the national level stands
Technology. However, a strong Stellenbosch
neglected. Keep your DP long enough and you
team put them to the sword, exposing deficiencan experience the sadness of watching Rhodes
cies against bigger teams. Encouraging is the fact

that the UKZN fared fairly well in the Varsity
Shield. The University of Fort Hare, a team they
are capable of nailing, occupied the last spot.
This means, should Rhodes do well in the USSA
games they could face a winnable game against
one of these sides.
Is it impossible? Not at all. As illustrated they
could potentially come up against beatable opposition. It is what they have to do to get there that
is the difficult part. First, Rhodes has to wear its
serious cap. The Sports Department has to invest
in the sport, attract players and take professional
care of the side. The team too has to wear a giant
hat of seriousness. No more drinking on the
night before games and a careless approach to the
game. Nothing less than a solid and gruelling internal season of rugby will guarantee good results
at the USSA games. Then maybe, just maybe,
Rhodes might be in with a shot at the big time.

Madien van der Merwe

A shot at the big time for Rhodes Rugby

A scrum during one of the internal league rugby
matches

